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The stories in this collection were dreamed up and written at Dublin’s Print Museum.  As part of  the Dublin 
in the Coming Times initiative, Fighting Words partnered with the Print Museum to run a two-day workshop 
for teenagers (December 2016). 

The first day of  the workshop began with the young writers being introduced to the National Print 
Museum’s volunteers. The National Print Museum is fortunate to have a fantastic panel of  active retired 
volunteers, all former printers and compositors. They are all now in their 60’s, 70’s and 80’s; with the majority 
hailing from Dublin and having worked in the Dublin print industry for many decades.  As part of  their role 
as National Print Museum volunteers, they regularly demonstrate the printing machines within the Museum’s 
collection at demonstration days and other special events. They also maintain the machines and work on 
various special printing and education projects with the Museum staff. The Museum also hosts an annual 
Reminiscence Evening where the volunteers share stories from their time in the printing industry with a 
captive audience.

After a brief  discussion, with the volunteers and writers introducing themselves to one another, the 
Museum volunteers provided the young people with an interactive guided tour of  the Museum. Each of  the 
volunteers demonstrated the machines they operated during their careers, sharing many interesting and funny 
tales about the Dublin Print industry along the way.

At the end of  the day, a group discussion took place. The Museum’s volunteers shared their thoughts about 
Dublin and their vision for the city’s future, especially in the realm of  print. The young writers were also 
given the opportunity to ask any questions they had for the volunteers and contribute their ideas to the 
conversation.

After the Saturday tour and the discussions with the Print Museum volunteers, Sunday was spent back at 
the Print Museum, this time writing.  The variety of  themes in the stories published here speak to the vast 
amount of  information that the Print Museum volunteers generously shared, including their own personal 
stories.  Their infectious humour, sense of  fun, and their enjoyment of  the museum and what it means to 
them were evident throughout the workshop and have certainly influenced the work that follows. 

Sorcha, drawing on the conversations between the workshop participants and the Print Museum volunteers 
– and the banter throughout the tour – paints a loving and timeless picture of  the relationship between a 
teenager and their grandparent.  Despite the gap in their experiences, they enjoy a trip to the Print Museum 
together.  Katherine, inspired by how technology has evolved in one area, and the changing role of  women 
in society, considers how these changes might play out in a different area.  She focuses on women’s sport, 
and again the relationship between a woman and her father and daughter. In Éabha’s story we also see 

FOREWORD 
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family relationships and the excitement within the whole family when the main character, John, begins his 
apprenticeship at a print works.  While set in the past, John thinks about his new job, wondering how it may 
be different in the future.  Inspired by the hidden inner workings of  the machines in the Print Museum, 
James has created a future in which the main character accidently discovers the underground hidden 
machinations that run the disturbing city he inhabits.  

Each story considers the future in a different way and from a different perspective.  Through the stories, 
we begin to get a sense of  how things might change for better or worse, but that the timelessness of  the 
relationships, here family relationships, remains. 

Gretta Halpin   Orla Lehane
Print Museum   Dublin in the Coming Times
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THE PAST REBORN
Sorcha Quinn

‘Yeah,’ I mumbled. 

Grandad was going on about his childhood again. I was texting my friends and pretending to listen to him. 
We were on our way to the National Print Museum. Grandad was so excited,  even though we had only 
found out that it even existed three days ago. Harry, my grandfather, was hastily walking along, all the while 
still chattering about his life. It was only when we stopped at a road, waiting for the cars to go by, that he 
realised I wasn’t paying one bit of  attention to him. 

‘Rachel!’ He startled me with his shout. ‘I’ve literally been talking for ten minutes; did you even acknowledge 
me once?’ 

I could tell he wasn’t that mad, as this happened whenever he tried to tell me about his past. 

‘Yeah, of  course I was listening to you Grandad,’ I lied, still looking at my phone. He was silent for a while. 
I looked up at him once or twice, just to make sure he was still there. As it was a cold day, every time we 
breathed we could see the air emitted from our nostrils, as if  we were fire-breathing dragons.

We were five minutes away from the museum and I was trying to get the life back into my toes, wriggling 
them around when Harry spoke again. ‘Listen,’ he said. ‘I know with your generation n’all that you’re into 
these weird gadgets, but when I was younger all I had was printing. And, boy, they were the best days of  my 
life.’ 

I knew he was trying his best to get me interested, so I lowered my phone to humour him. He seemed 
pleased. ‘Look, all I’m trying to say is, I know you don’t want to be here, but you coming anyway really 
means a lot to me. It’s just....when computers and all these new things came out, I thought printing would 
be gone forever, and essentially it was...I know that all these new yokes really do help people around the 
world, but for me, they’re destroying my past.  I know I’m rambling on but I just really want you to enjoy this 
experience and to see what life was before all these....E-pads and Pineapple i-phone-’ 

I interrupted him, laughing at how bad he tried to name Apple products. He smiled back and we walked the 
remaining two minutes to the museum in silence.

I’ve never liked museums and that’s the main reason I brought my phone, to distract myself  from the 
monotone voices and the people who pretend to like the exhibitions just to look posh. But, I have to say, 
I didn’t even glance at my phone once. The minute we walked in I was hooked. Though the first thing the 
staff  did was to offer us hot chocolate and cakes. I think that really helped me to engage in the museum 
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experience! However, it was when I looked at my grandfather that I knew it was right to come here. 
As we made our way to the small café at the end of  the single-roomed museum, we got to see all the old 
printing machines. Harry’s eyes lit up with delight, and a hint of  nostalgia. He looked like a five-year-old child 
walking into a Smyth’s Toy Superstore. It wasn’t just me who noticed his cheerfulness, some of  the staff  saw 
it too, and asked why he was so happy. 

‘It’s like seeing an old friend after years of  not knowing if  they were alive,’ he described to them.

We sat down on the old rusty chairs, sipping our hot chocolate. The café was quite beautiful. It had an old, 
rustic feel to it and, with its many windows, they didn’t even need to have the lights hanging down from the 
ceiling. We were told to sit down and relax until we were finished with the drinks and then they’d start the 
tour. Grandad was eager to get started so he drank his drink in four swift gulps. But I took my time, enjoying 
the sweet milk and annoying Harry!

When we made our way out, we saw a group of  around eight men sitting in a circle at one end of  the room. 
We were making our way to the opposite end, where the tour guides were, when we heard a loud, bellowing 
man’s voice: ‘Harry?!’

It was an old man, but still he looked far younger than the others in the circle. My grandfather turned around 
and responded with a ‘No! It can’t be! Is that you Gerald Gilligan?!’ 

We walked over towards the man and he and my grandfather talked for quite some time. Apparently they had 
worked in the same printing factory for a newspaper. Gerald was a young apprentice while my grandfather 
was working on the printing machines. As Gerald got in a lot of  trouble, especially for making typos, Harry 
would help him a lot, sometimes even essentially doing his work for him. They seemed more like brothers 
than old friends, knowing everything about each other.

 ‘And how’s the old hip Harry?’

‘Ah, it’s not so bad. And how’s Fran? She doing well?’

‘Yeah she’s grand, especially when she’s not giving out to me! And Harry, I’m so sorry to hear about Pat. It 
really broke Fran’s and my heart when we heard the news. She was the best at feeding the machines, y’know? 
You guys were perfect for each other.’

It went on like this for a while, exchanging information back and forth. Eventually one of  the tour guides 
had to interrupt. The tour was long, but far more interesting than I expected. All those men were similar to 
my grandad. They had all dedicated their lives to printing when they were younger too, but when all the new 
devices came in, they didn’t know what to do with themselves. Lucky for them though, they had found this 
place, where they could do something with their skills. Each of  them had their own machine to work on, and 
there was a funny, friendly rivalry between the printers and compositors. Even Harry joined in, siding with 
the printers.

It was when we got to the main printing machine that I could feel my grandad bursting with excitement. This 
was his machine. This was the machine he spent his life working on. Every day, morning till night...until his 
company delivered the news that they would be using new machines.  Machines that didn’t need as much 
maintenance.

Harry spent over forty minutes at this machine, but no one minded. They were happy at the fact that he was 
happy. He even taught the tour guides new facts about the machine that they had never heard of  before. He 
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showed us how they did the printing back then. Grandad even showed us how they printed the Proclamation 
and gave us one each. He was so overjoyed that this machine was still here after he had spent years thinking 
that they were all long gone. Harry told us the story of  how he and my grandmother, Pat, had met. It was 
this machine that started their love story. Everyone said women were quicker at feeding the machines (this 
was putting the paper in the machine) and were much better at doing the intricate work, so a lot of  them 
were hired in the factories. It was a November, many years ago, when a whole new batch of  workers came 
to my grandad’s factory. Amongst them was, as my grandfather describes her, the beautiful and stunning 
Pat. She was told to work with Harry on the printing machine, and from then on they spent their every day 
together, until four years ago when my grandmother died. He said he owed everything to this machine.

The rest of  the tour was great. All the other men showed us their machines and how they worked. It was just 
wonderful seeing how delighted they were that we were interested in what was, essentially, their lives’ work. 

When the tour was eventually over, we all said our goodbyes and we thanked them all greatly. Gerald and 
Harry spent the longest time talking to each other, which was not surprising. After they talked though, the 
rest of  the men said something which made the day a hundred times better.  As they knew my grandfather 
was extremely knowledgeable and interested in the machines, they decided to offer him a job in the museum. 
Even though my grandad was quite old and retired, he decided to take them up on their offer.

It was then we left the building and got the bus home, too tired to walk. We began reminiscing about the 
museum and the whole experience, already missing it. But what put our hearts at rest was the fact that we 
would be returning next Wednesday, when Harry would start his new job.
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DUBLIN IN THE COMING TIMES
Katherine Bolger

ALL IRELAND LADIES FOOTBALL FINAL 2016    
SATURDAY 26TH NOVEMBER
CORK VS DUBLIN

CROKE PARK
3:17 PM

‘Go to Specsavers!’ I screamed at the ref. Anger bubbled up inside me. The Cork fans were going mad. The 
Dublin fans were in an uproar. The stands were alive. (Well the stands that actually had people in them!) The 
players were squaring up to one another. There were swarms of  red and blue jerseys in the crowds shouting 
at the tops of  their voices. The ref  was terrified. He looked like he wanted the ground to swallow him 
whole. Screams were coming in all directions. Still the ref  blew his whistle. It was a point. We were now two 
points down. The Dublin ladies’ shoulders dropped. The Cork ladies looked delighted with themselves. Play 
progressed.

I sat in a sulk looking around the stadium. Croke Park was half  empty. It was quite disappointing as this was 
an ALL IRELAND FINAL! My dad had left me to go and purchase two hotdogs, and hopefully a drink! My 
throat hurt from roaring at the ref. Wait till my dad hears what happened, I thought.

I continued to watch the game. Only three minutes remaining. ‘That’s bullshit,’ I muttered to myself. ‘We 
need a miracle now.’

The old man beside me looked in my direction. I turned my head towards him and we locked eyes. He 
looked to be in his late sixties. He was sitting alone. I wondered why. He had on a long brown coat and a red 
scarf, indicating to me he was a Cork fan. ‘That was a clear goal,’ he said smugly. 

‘Really!’ I shot back, still extremely pissed off. ‘How would you know?’ 

‘It was obvious,’ he replied quickly. ‘If  this was a proper men’s game we would have proof.’ 

I ignored him and got back to focusing on the game.

Only two minutes to go. We were now only three points behind. ‘C’mon Dublin,’ I yelled into the crowd. 

‘What proof?’ I finally answered the old man who was staring blankly into space. 
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‘Hawk-Eye, of  course,’ he said immediately. ‘Something I certainly didn’t have back in the day, but which I 
most definitely needed.’ His brows furrowed and he looked grim. 

‘I thought they only used technology like that in professional soccer matches,’ I said, remembering the time I 
watched it happen on TV during the World Cup. 

‘No, they also use it in men’s football matches,’ he said casually, and then got back to watching the game. 

Only one minute left. 

‘That’s ridiculous!’ I said almost shouting. ‘That’s not even fair,’ I said a little quieter.

After the game (which I would prefer not to talk about), I pondered the idea of  Hawk-Eye. I wondered why 
they don’t use it in ladies football. The same reason that probably explained the half-full stadium, I thought 
gloomily. My dad and I took the Dart home along with all the other angry Dublin supporters. I sat quietly, 
gazing out the dirty window. 

‘What’s up?’ my dad asked. 

‘Why didn’t they use Hawk-Eye on the goal “scored” earlier? I blurted out. 

My dad looked taken aback. ‘I guess because it’s a new form of  technology.’ 

‘They use it in men’s football,’ I replied sulkily. 

My dad nodded and said nothing. Again I stared out the dirty window, thinking hard about the future of  
sports technology and ladies football.
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ALL IRELAND LADIES FOOTBALL FINAL 2028  
SATURDAY 21ST NOVEMBER
KERRY VS DUBLIN

CROKE PARK
2:33 PM

‘Wow!’ I gasped as I walked into Croke Park for the first time in thirteen years. ‘I remember the last time 
I was here very well!’ I laughed as I spoke to my daughter, remembering that highly eventful day. ‘It was 
around this time, many years ago, when Dublin played Cork in an All-Ireland Final.’ 

She nodded and gazed around the large hall, wide-eyed with amazement.

The inside of  the stadium was packed with people. I was shocked to see how much the stadium had 
changed. There were TV screens flashing everywhere. The stalls that sold chips, hotdogs, drinks, and all the 
unhealthy foods you could think of  were gone!  In their places were electronic machines no longer run by 
people. The best things of  all were the little tiny robotic screens scattered all around the stadium. Shown on 
the screen was a big green button which read start. After clicking that you then had to either type in your 
seat number or say it aloud. The robotic screen would then spin around and move in the in the direction of  
your destination. The screen showed us to our correct door, and then zoomed off  back to the main entrance. 
It was unbelievable. 

‘Wow!’ I exclaimed again. ‘This is brilliant.’

My daughter nodded in agreement. We then went and found our seats! Twenty minutes later the crowd 
roared with delight. The starting whistle blew, the game had begun. Suddenly I noticed little tiny cameras 
hovering above the pitch. They were like little tiny flies. There were around a hundred of  them. Behind the 
goal posts were several small cameras lined up behind the goal, pointing in all directions. There were many 
large screens surrounding the stadium which contained coverage of  the game from all angles. 

‘Wow,’ I whispered for third time that day. Sports technology has really changed for the better.

It was three minutes before half-time. The Dublin fans were going mad. The Kerry fans were in an uproar. 
The stands were alive this time, swarming with people. The crowds were screaming at the tops of  their 
voices. Was it a goal for the Dublin ladies? The ref  pushed herself  away from the mob of  players and held 
up her hand. The screens all flickered and turned on. The crowd went silent. From all angles we watched 
Jenny O’Connell kick the ball towards the goal. The cameras captured the ball’s movements perfectly; the 
ball moved in slow motion. All eyes were on the screens. It finally reached the keeper and the goal line. We 
all watched as the keeper’s fingers brushed the edge of  the ball, but the ball had already crossed the line. It 
was too late. IT WAS A GOAL! There was no doubt about it. With this many cameras you could have seen a 
blade of  grass move a millimetre. The Dublin fans were ecstatic. The Kerry fans groaned in annoyance. We 
were now four points up with two minutes to go.

 The whistle finally blew. I was delighted with the win and I was thrilled by the technology used to prove the 
goal. What a day it had been! I stared out the dirty bus window, holding my daughter’s hand and thinking 
hard about what sports technology had become and the future it had in Dublin.
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THE OLD TIMES
Éabha Burns-Teeling

John strolled down the road, whistling to himself. It was a bright Monday morning in September, and he felt 
that nothing could put him out of  his good mood. 

‘No school, ever again!’ he thought. ‘And I’m off  to work. I’m a real man now.’ 

As he neared the printworks he became increasingly nervous though. What would it be like? Would the other 
lads be alright? He reached the door and flung it open, making his way to the desk at which a rather stern 
looking woman sat. 

‘How can I help you?’ she asked. 

‘I’m starting an apprenticeship here today ma’am,’ John answered. 

‘Name?’

‘John O’Neill ma’am.’

‘Very well,’ she answered. ‘Through that corridor, first door on the left, should be a man there by the name 
of  Mick O’Donnell, he’s your tutor for the next seven years, he’ll teach you everything you need to know.’

‘Thank you ma’am,’ John replied.

*   *   * 

John was exhausted. The work wasn’t anything like he had imagined. It was really hard, and ten hours was a 
long time for anybody to be working. As he strolled home he only hoped there was a decent dinner waiting 
for him when he got in.

‘Well Johnny, how was it?’

‘Alright Mam,’ Johnny answered. ‘I’m absolutely exhausted though.’

‘Mm, ye look it,’ his mam said, hands on hips. ‘Well, come into the kitchen then, dinner’s just about ready.’

‘What is it?’
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‘Stew, and ye better eat it, ‘cause I’m not making anything else.’

‘I will Mam, I could eat a horse!’
As Johnny sat down at the table he was suddenly bombarded with questions.

‘What’s it like Johnny?’

‘Are they awful mean to ye?’

‘Did ye bring any sweets?’

‘Lads, stop asking poor Johnny so many questions, he’s had a long day and I’m sure he’s exhausted.’

Johnny grinned at his siblings. There was Eileen, Bridgie and Ann, aged eleven, eight, and five, and Padraig 
and Sean, nine and seven. Then there was Margaret, but she was still at work. 

‘Will Maggie be home soon Mam?’ Johnny asked her. 

‘She just rang love, she’s on her way.’

‘Alright.’

Johnny lay awake in the small bedroom he shared with his two brothers. There wasn’t really enough room for 
his large family in their small three bedroomed house. His sisters all slept in the same room, then him and his 
brothers, and then Mam. His dad had been killed when a fire broke out in the printworks four years ago. Ann 
had only been a baby then, but he could still remember.

‘Johnny!’

Johnny looked up. ‘Maggie!’ He had gone to bed straight after dinner, too tired even to stay up and wait for 
his sister.

‘How was it, the job?’

‘Tough,’ Johnny replied.

‘What are the other lads like?’

‘They’re alright, me teacher’s a bit scary though.’

‘Yeah?’

‘Yeah, well, he’s nice like, but ye wouldn’t want to be messin’ with him.’
Johnny had always been quite close to his sister, who was twenty. She worked in a clothes factory, but was 
training to be an accountant.

‘How was work for you?’ he asked. 

‘Ah, it was alright, the boss shouted at us a bit, but sure we’re well used to it. Listen Johnny, I’m off  to bed. 
I’ve had a long day and I need to get some sleep. By the looks of  it you do too.’
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‘Alright, night then.’
*   *   * 

Nearly four months had passed since John had first started work at the printworks, and he had grown to 
really enjoy it. It was tough work alright, but some of  the other lads were nice, and he had made some new 
friends. It was now nearly Christmas, and he was wondering what to get his family. A sudden thought came 
into his head, something he had never thought of  before. What would printing be like in the future, in say, 
sixty or seventy years from now? Would everything be completely different?

*  *  *

‘Well, I’ve got news for ye Johnny.’ Johnny’s mother stood at the kitchen table, frowning. 

‘Yeah?’

‘Britain’s just declared war on Germany.’

‘Oh God,’ was Johnny’s reply. ‘But… that won’t affect us, in Ireland, will it?’

‘Oh, I wouldn’t be so sure about that love. I’m sure plenty of  young men will want to join up. It’ll be just like 
the last time, I can feel it.’

*  *  *

‘Tell us more of  your stories Grandad!’

‘Yeah, please, about the printing.’

‘And the war!’

‘Alright, alright, settle down now.’

Johnny smiled to himself  as he looked at his three grandchildren. He thought back to the years gone by. 
Lots had changed since then. When the war began loads of  the lads had signed up, and he had been one of  
the only ones left. By the time they came back the printworks had been closed down, partly because of  lack 
of  workers, and also because of  all the new-fangled technology. It had been a very sad day for poor Johnny. 
Indeed, he had been bewildered to hear about automatic printing.

‘Automatic printing?’ he had exclaimed when his daughter first mentioned it to him. ‘You mean you just press 
a button and it prints for you? Ridiculous!’

Alas, long gone were the days when you had to painstakingly fit each and every letter to print. Now, however, 
Johnny turned to his eagerly awaiting grandchildren, and began to tell them stories of  the old times, of  the 
days gone by.
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THE TEDIUM MACHINE 
James McCormac

The city shone silver in the sunlight; its silicon surface glimmered and glistened as the morning sun peaked 
its radiant purple brow over the magnificent silhouetted skyline. This beautiful sight greeted Tobias as 
he stepped from his shabby apartment block on the west end of  the city. The buildings here were just as 
uniformly boring as everywhere else in the city, the same smooth silver square with few windows, pleasant 
to the eye at first, but over time becoming mind numbingly tedious and terribly plain. The only thing that set 
this street apart from the many thousands of  its clones was the constant smell of  stale urine that seemed to 
exude from its silicon pores. This stench was worn by the street like a badge. The urine and the long white 
streaks of  bird faeces that striped the buildings were ways to remind the residents that they were just that 
little bit worse off  than everyone else in the city. 

Tobias stepped out into the cold crisp morning air, a welcome relief  from the humidity of  his apartment, 
and proceeded to work. The conveyer belt sidewalks whisked him off  at a comfortable speed towards train 
station 38B6224. He looked up at the many dozens of  billboards that hung over the city on poles that rose 
to staggering heights.  He watched them flick from ads that told him he was ugly and needed things in bottles 
to hide it, to ads that told him to buy the new, lightest, sleekest, most beautiful mobile phone ever made. His 
sleepy mind, acting much like a sponge, ate up this information like it was gospel, already calculating how 
many meals he would have to miss in order to afford it. 

He reached the train station, stepping off  the conveyer belt and on to an escalator that took him down about 
50 feet underground to the subway. There he stood among many other men and women in suits, and awaited 
the train’s arrival. He found he must stand very still in this kind of  situation; too much movement or eye 
contact led to some strange looks. He stood and waited, trying to act as uniform as everyone else, until the 
train arrived. He stepped on and, shoulder to shoulder with more sleepy businessmen, found he was missing 
the cold outside and the gentle conveyer belt. Whenever he stepped outside, his thoughts seemed crisper, his 
muscles loosened, his eyes widened, and he felt generally more alive than he usually did.  But now, back in 
the humid guts of  the city, his mind felt groggy as he settled back into his bland routine. 

As if  granting his wish, a rush of  cold air struck him.  He couldn’t figure out why this was until he factored 
in the ear-numbing explosion he had heard moments before he felt the cold. He came to the conclusion that 
a hole had been blown in the side of  the train by the explosion and that that was how the air was getting in. 
However, just as his sleepy mind had slurred and stumbled its way to this conclusion he also found he was 
lying among corpses. He lifted his head and looked around.  The back of  his carriage was now non-existent, 
having been ripped away in the explosion. He then realised he was lying on the ceiling; the train was upside 
down. The train, or at least this part of  it, was lying upturned on the floor of  a cave.  The rest of  the train 
dangled from the ceiling above, the back of  it disappearing into a hole in the ceiling. It took Tobias a while, 
but he eventually realised what had happened. An explosion had caused the track and the stone beneath it 
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to give way underneath the train causing the front of  the train to dip into the hole and leading the driver’s 
section and the first carriage, which was Tobias’s, to become detached and fall about seventy feet to the hard 
stone floor of  the cave.  The rest dangled precariously above.  He lay back down, placing his head on the 
ceiling, and looked up at the train dangling above him. 

The entire situation was a painful break from his routine, and although he found himself  miraculously 
unharmed, he felt like lying down and dying anyway. This was all a great strain on a mind numbed by 
advertising and a lifetime of  crunching numbers; he felt living wasn’t really worth the effort. How typical, 
he thought, that these people should all die and he be the only one left alive to uncover the uncomfortable 
truth that there was a cave down here.  These people all died on their way to work, while he would have to 
die with such a torturous reality weighing on his mind. The existence of  this cave was like someone had 
stabbed a massive wound in his flawless and simple reality; this cave existing was complicated and outside his 
understanding, and it hurt. 

He was half  an hour into his long wait for death when he heard someone moaning. He lifted his head and 
looked around; the corpse that lay next to him was letting out a quiet monotone of  agony from between 
locked teeth, its eyes darting around frantically. He wasn’t dead. Tobias realised as he looked around that 
none of  these people were dead; they were all like him, lying shoulder to shoulder in the dark, so damn 
dumb that when anything breaks their mind numbing routine they just roll over on their backs and wait to 
die. Is this what humanity had come to, so broken down by the modern age that their most primal instinct of  
survival has been beaten out of  them by tedium? 

Tobias stood up, legs shaking, and swiftly kicked one of  the men hard in his temple. Besides his head 
whipping violently to the left and the blood that slowly dribbled from the cut where the boot had struck him, 
the man barely reacted, lifting his head slightly to look at Tobias, before lying back down and closing his eyes. 
Tobias spat on him and climbed out of  the train, landing on the cold smooth stone of  the cave floor.

It was dark in the cave. However, Tobias’s senses had never felt more alive. The air around him was cold 
and he felt every cell in his skin tingle with it like he never had before. All of  a sudden, an uneasy feeling 
started to build up in his legs; it shot like a kind of  electricity from the soles of  his feet to his torso and to 
the tips of  his fingers. The urge to run built up in him to the point at which he thought he might explode 
if  he didn’t run. This feeling was foreign, and such energy was overwhelming. He broke out into a sprint. 
His muscles were rusty and he a felt them strain under the sudden movement. As he ran, his eyes adjusted 
to the darkness, the rigid silhouettes of  the stones gained a faded red colour, the distance was no longer 
obscured in darkness, and Tobias could now see up to seven huge pillars of  rock rise from floor to ceiling in 
the distance. As he approached the pillars, the cave walls fell away into the dark until all he could see was the 
floor and the celling a hundred feet above him. As the pillars grew closer, he realised they were not made up 
of  rock but what looked like a faded copper. 

All of  a sudden a red light appeared in the distance; it was flicking on and off. A pleasant voice chimed from 
the roof  of  the cave: ‘Your presence has been detected in the chamber, do you wish for the lighting system 
to be turned on?’ Tobias stood there for a few moments before he realised that the mildly robotic voice was 
addressing him. ‘Yes,’ he muttered in such a faint whisper that he was shocked when all at once the cave air 
appeared to have been set alight with white fire. Tobias clutched at his eyes and stumbled backwards, falling 
over a piece of  loose stone and finding himself  flat on his back. His eyes soon adjusted to the blaring lights 
and as he looked around he felt his heart pounding in his head. The so-called chamber was impossibly big; 
it rose only a hundred feet up to a metallic ceiling, but when Tobias peered over the edge of  the cliff  that he 
had not realised he was just a few feet away from, it seemed to fall an impossibly far distance down into the 
earth.  Even with the lights he couldn’t see the end of  the chamber; hundreds of  these pillars stretched on 
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for what looked like miles in all directions before disappearing into the unlit corners of  the chamber. The 
pillars now showed themselves in all their glory. Huge copper rods, at least three meters in diameter, raised 
high to the ceiling, their various metal mechanisms that entangled the metal frame clicking away. 

Tobias had never seen this kind of  technology before. It was so mechanical and physical, with every click 
a large section of  it would spin or flip or shift to the right or shift to the left. Tobias stared at it for a while, 
flinching a bit every time a piece of  it moved. He realised after a while that this system was powering the city, 
for there were large labels on each piece of  machinery that read NIGHT TIME LIGHTING, or SUBWAY, 
or SIDEWALKS.  

He wasn’t sure how long he had stared before he heard footsteps coming from behind him.  He turned 
round, staring back into the mouth of  the large tunnel he had emerged from; its towering walls and high rise 
ceiling now seemed miniscule in comparison to the main body of  the chamber. A man was walking towards 
him, whistling to himself  as he approached, his eyes fixed on his own two shoes. He was dressed head to toe 
in white, white boots, white trousers, and white shirt, complete with a long white robe that dragged behind 
him in the dirt. He was only a few feet from Tobias when he decided to look up. 

‘Oh,’ he said, as he approached Tobias. ‘I see you’ve wandered from the group, don’t worry, everything will 
be back to the way it was shortly, just a little bug, that’s all, nothing major.’ His voice was a strange mix of  
both soft and energetic, and Tobias found himself  caught in a kind of  strange trance. 

‘What is this place?’ Tobias asked, more curious about what he saw than he had ever been curious about 
anything. 

The man seemed taken aback by Tobias’s statement.  He seemed unsure of  what to say next; Tobias could 
see fear in his lime green eyes. ‘Oh I’m, eh, sorry but that is…..classified,’ he stuttered, slowly stepping away 
from Tobias. ‘Now don’t you think it’s time you got back to the train,’ he urged. 

‘I don’t want to go back,’ said Tobias plainly. Tobias could see nothing but dread in the man’s eyes now. 

‘Computer,’ said the man, his voice trembling.  ‘One of  them has woken up.’ 

‘Calling security forces,’ chimed the computer. 

Tobias was utterly dumbstruck at this point and had close to no idea what was happening. He felt the air 
grow in temperature and a siren started howling in his ear. 

‘Before they come, I believe we only have a few minutes left till your termination, can I ask you how you 
did it?’ he asked.  His voice had lost its tremble and he seemed generally enthralled with Tobias now that he 
knew he was safe. 

‘TERMINATION,’ yelled Tobias, ready to run. His heart was pounding in his throat as he planned his 
escape route back down the chamber. 

‘Yes, all people who wake up must be terminated; it’s simply protocol, nothing against you,’ he replied, 
glancing over Tobias’s shoulder waving someone in their direction. 

Tobias looked behind him at the dozens of  men that were now coming from the left of  the chamber from a 
small door in the wall by the cliff ’s edge.
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‘What do you mean wake up?’ Tobias asked quickly, knowing he only had a few more seconds. 

‘Well, I suppose there’s no harm in telling you now, you were in a trance up until this point, the city numbs 
your brains like that. It was built to make dull robots out of  people, all the advertisements and the tedious, 
dull media you’re constantly exposed to, it’s a kind of  hypnotising, it makes you incapable of  your own 
original thoughts.’

Tobias heard footsteps drumming in his left ear, there were only a few more seconds till they reached him. 

‘But why?’ Tobias prodded. 

‘Because you lower class people were getting so rowdy and troublesome, demanding rights and stuff  like 
that; the tedium machine was a blessing.’ 

Something hard hit the side of  Tobias’s head and the world began to swim about in a sickly fog before fading 
to black…

Tobias awoke to a grey apartment ceiling. There was a note by his bed which he read sleepily to himself, once 
he was done staring at a fly on his nightstand for half  an hour. 

 Dear Tobias 
 I have let them return you to your life, they’ve wiped your 
 memory so you should be back to good now. I argued against 
 your termination as you did nothing wrong and so they 
 agreed to spare you. 
     You’re welcome 
      Parsec Brown 

Tobias stared blankly at the letter for a bit, then, coming to the conclusion that he didn’t understand it, tossed 
it in the rubbish bin and ambled off  to work. 
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